




Right
then and
there I

knew what
the future

was all
about...

Oh fer
cryin’ out
loud, Mick!

Everybody
already knows
the future’s

all about
YOU!

here’s a
round on

the house,
boys!

Way the   
sox’re playing

it’s probably best
if I implement
a preemptive

strike!

Here we join the promising rookie
prospect Mickey Mantle and

the great joltin’ joe dimaggio
on a bender in a beantown boozer,

already in progress.

South East Boston,
July 6, 1951.

But if you’re
figuring on replacing
me, you’re gonna have

to learn to spin a
better yarn!

So Stengel
calls me in, hands
me a uniform, and

says “Ruth wore #3,
Gehrig wore #4,

Dimaggio wears #5,
and you’re gonna
wear #6. Welcome

to the bigs,
kid.”



IF I GOTTA
HEAR THAT ONE ABOUT

YOGI’S butt foot AGAIN
I MIGHT ACTUALLY

BELIEVE IT!

Fair enough,
Joe, but you
ain’t exactly

Mark Twain your
own self!

WELL...

THIS AIN’T
EXACTLY MY
STORY TO

TELL,

GOD REST HIS
mighty soul.

this was back in ‘34, ruth’s
last year and gehrig’s first.
the boys were on a rain delay
in detroit, and the babe had

gotten into the whiskey
like you read about.

mind you, when the great
bambino unleashes his
mr. hyde it’s quite the

catastrophe! he took to
hollering and carrying on
like the rapture’d come.

amongst all the commotion,
the sultan of swat managed

to knock himself silly
staggering into a brick wall.
true to his nature, the iron
horse went to lend a hand,

AND for his
trouble got
to see the

colossus of
clout pick

himself back
up and sprint
blindly into

the wall
yet again!

over and over and over
again. lou said it was
the most glorious

horror he’d ever seen.

BUT I DON’T
SUPPOSE LOU WOULD

MIND IF I TOOK A
SWING AT IT.

CRACK!
CRACK!

CRACK!
CRACK!

CRACK!CRACK!



never let it be said that
the king of crash was
unworthy of his crown.

Lou used to say that
he could learn more
from a loss than he

ever could from a win.

after THAT DAY
lou MAY HAVE
BECOME THE

SMARTEST MAN
ON THE PLANET.

what a shot!
gotta be halfway

to the moon
by now!

touched
em all

and more,
babe. Great

hustle!

did i
touch em all,
kid? a homer
ain’t a homer
unless you
touch em

all.

now you
can judge in any

which way you choose,
but to my mind, ain’t a thing

in the world wrong with
a fella running full force
to first base as soon as

he hears the “crack”
of the bat.

that ain’t
stupid, that ain’t
drunken, that’s

good baseball, and
we should all be
so lucky to have

such purity
of will.

but
that’s the

type of thing
folks always
say before
hiking to
the can.
pardon!

CRACK!
CRACK! CRACK!CRACK!



Hey yo
so you’re

mickey
mantle,
right?

Heh!

all that
and more,

pal!

The
switcher,

the commerce
Comet,

the mick
himself!?

Hey barkeep,
set my new friend

here up with
something cold,

would ya
please?

man,
you boston
cats sure
know your

stuff! 

much obliged,
big guy! though,
i hate to tell you,
this ain’t exactly

a social visit.

for you see
i come from a

terrible future,
mr. mantle. 

the earth of the
year 2112 is a world
under the jackboot
of a multinational

totalitarian
regime.

delusional greed,
spiritual narcolepsy,
and irrational hatred
has set our species
on a path towards
imminent extinction.



sounds like
a bosox fan
if i’ve ever
heard one!

in the 9th inning
of tomorrow’s
game, with a full
count, ellis kinder’s
gonna dish you a fast
ball in the dirt. in my
world’s history you
take a mean cut at it,
miss, and strike out.

renegade scientists
from my time have calculated

that this precise moment is the
catalyst that triggers the sinister

timeline of events that lead
to apocalypse.

when the
3-2 pitch

comes tomorrow,
mick, please
don’t swing.

you can
hold on to that,

if you please,
a token of

appreciation. 

farewell,
mick.

the past’s
future being what

it is, I’m quite
hopeful to have
the switcher on

my side.

you about
ready, slugger?

We’re in the
breach tomorrow

after all!

it would
appear so,

joe...

it most
certainly
appears

so...

I understand
this is all a
bit much to

swallow,

but please
consider

this...





mickey spends the rest of his EVENING
contemplating the consequences of

destiny, while his roomate, Johnny Hopp,
practices his buzz saw impersonation... 

The
alternative

future is even
worse!

Dang johnny!
that ain’t
half bad.

and so what does the
legend think of his fate?

Everything,
nothing, or
something
in-between,
I suppose.

MICK! I
WAS WRONG!

YOU MUST
STRIKE OUT
tomorrow!

ZZZ
ZZZZZ
ZZZ!

no, mick!
don’t listen
to his lies!

Anything
would be better
than the strike

out timeline!
all life

on earth
will end!

the walk
timeline is

an absolute
nightmare!

please
believe me!

NO! NO!

it’s a
world

trapped in
endless

suffering! 

ZZZ!

It’s a
living hell
of torment
and despair!



FREE
us!

SAVE
us!

choose thee well,
mickey mantle!



AHHHHH!

Say mick,
what’s this
weird card

about?

 You believe
in the devil,

johnny?

 the devil?
what are

you...

TALKING... ...

and a good
morning to

you too,
sunshine!





to be
or not
to be...

What a ridiculous question!
pardon my curiosity, kid,
but you look positively
forsaken. Something

eating atcha?

you ever
feel the

weight of
the world,

skip?

precious
Hope for

life!

SECURITY!

if you
strike out
the world

will be
destroyed!

after riding
the pine through
most of the game,
Mantle replaced
hank bauer in the
bottom of the 8th

inning, playing
right field and

batting 3rd.

just in time to face
the moment of truth. 

if you
take that walk
the world will
be trapped in

darkness!

please, Mick!
listen to me!

no! Mick!
listen to me!

sweet
release

of death!
FREEDOM!

oh sure,
mick, sure.

Can’t nobody
dodge that’n

forever.

thing you
gotta remember
is that there’s

always a way to lift
your burden.

ALWAYS!

Enter “The Old
Perfessor"

Casey Stengel. 

I can think of all      
kindsa difficulties

in this world, but not 
any impossibilities...



BIG SWING
AND A MISS,
STRIKE ONE!

FOUL BALL,
STRIKE TWO!

A LITTLE
CHIN MUSIC,
BALL ONE.

JUST MISSED THE
CORNER, BALL TWO.

HIGH AND INSIDE,
BALL THREE.

whattaya say, kid?
It’s the 9th inning
and the world’s in
your palm, whatcha
gonna do with it?

When Mickey was a young ballplayer,
his father realized that hitters had
to face both left and right handed

pitchers, and as such were
vulnerable to being mismatched.

so he taught
mickey to
switch hit.

In this either/or world
it’s best to know both.

but still, how does
one slugger find the

middle way when the full
count’s come and there’s

nowhere to go but on?

STRIKE
OUT!

WALK!



the thing is though
that we really don’t

know jack about squat. we don’t know
where we come
from, we don’t
know why we’re

here, and we
don’t know
where we’re

going.

heck, we
don’t even

really know
what we

don’t know!

there is truly no limit
to our ignorance.

nor therefore, so far as
we know, our potential...

thus when one is backed
into that famous hypothetical

corner, stuck betwixt the rock
and the hard place, damned if you

do and damned if you don’t,
you might as well...



SWING FOR THE GODDAMN FENCES!

CRACK!CRACK!



IT’S A LONG DRIVE TO
DEEP LEFT CENTER FIELD,

BACK, BACK, BACK,
AND THAT BALL IS

OUTTA HERE!

HOME RUN!

let history recall that on
july 7th 1951, mickey mantle,

not yet wearing his sacred #7,
hit his 7th career home run.

an epic blast
that soared

over the green
monster...

and lo’ that mick
atlas put the team
on his back doe!



and just
kept going!

straight outta
this world...



across the cosmos...

into the galactic center...



through a spacetime
singularity wormhole...

over an einstein-rosen bridge

entering a parallel timeline...

threading the needle
between dystopia &

oblivion with the one
constant through

all the years...

I thought i told you that we won’t stop!

following the path of
the excluded middle...

thence transversing the all-new,
all-different universe...   



caught in the gravitational pull
of the best of all worlds...

headed for impact
on an archipelago in
the pacific ocean...

descending on
a trajectory 
towards the

equitorial line...

This spaceship earth



The commerce comet did then finally
come crashing down on one of

those Insulae de los Galopegos...

Islands of the Tortoises

darwin’s famous land of
evolutionary diversity...

and took a
lucky hop...

BOUNCE!BOUNCE!



ending up at the feet of a local
big green party machine...

arriving as a call to adventure
from the great unknown...



go philos!

transfixed by the mystery
of it all, with fanatical
wonder, and hopes held

ever so high, a phenomenal
fightin’ spirit begins

to never say die!




